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NEW QUESTION: 1
Server performance is mainly determined by;
A. Storage capacity

B. Memory capacity
C. Processor platform
D. Network performance
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Due to very strict security policies an enterprise customer is
looking for an on-premises deployment of the VMware SD-WAN
Orchestrator and Controllers. Customer data is not expected to
flow through this Controller, however it is desirable that
management plane traffic towards the Orchestrator coming from
VMware SD-WAN Edges can take the overlay tunnels through this
controls.
What are some of the needed steps to achieve the requirements
above?
A. Under gateway configuration -&gt; Configure the Gateway
roles as Control-Plane, enable Data Plant- and Partner Gateway
role and add a static default route with NAT hand off settings
under Partner Gateway advanced hand oft settings
B. Under gateway configuration -&gt; Configure the Gateway
roles as Control-Plane, enable Data Plane and Partner Gateway
role and add static host mules with NAT hand off settings
pointing to the Orchestrator IPs under Partner Gateway advanced
hand off settings
C. Under gateway configuration -&gt; Configure the Gateway
roles as Control Plane, disable Data Plane and enable
management plane forward
D. Under gateway configuration -&gt; Configure the Gateway
roles as Control Plane, disable Data Plane and add static host
routes with NAT hand off settings porting to the Orchestrator
IPs under Partner Gateway advanced hand off settings
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which type of zoning reduces the risk of WWPN spoofing on a
Fibre Channel network?
A. WWPN-based
B. eui-based
C. Mixed
D. Port-based
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Where are log files located on a NetApp node?
A. /mroot/etc/crash/
B. /log/core/
C. /mroot/etc/log/mlog/

D. /etc/mlog/
E. /letc/log/crash
Answer: C
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